EZ Does It Trivia

1.

(Questions with Answers)
What is present on the Canadian flag: a moose or a maple leaf?
Answer: A maple leaf. The current Canadian flag was adopted in 1965.

2.

Who is Andy Griffith's deputy on The Andy Griffith Show: Opie
Taylor or Barney Fife?
Answer: Deputy Barney Fife. Don Knotts won five Emmy Awards
for his portrayal of Sheriff Andy Taylor's right-hand man.

3.

What is the name of the clock that sits at the top of Elizabeth Tower
in London: the London Eye or Big Ben?
Answer: Big Ben. The tower has over 300 steps to get to the belfry,
which stands 96 meters tall.

4.

How many wheels does a tricycle have: two wheels or three wheels?
Answer: Three wheels. The first tricycle was produced in England
in the late 1800s. Currently, there are over 100 different models of
these three-wheeled bikes.

5.

What animal is featured in the opening of MGM films: a cow or a lion?
Answer: A lion. MGM studios have used Leo the Lion in the
opening for their movies since the early 1900s.

6.

What type of boat moves across the water by harnessing the wind: a
cruise ship or a sailboat?
Answer: A sailboat. The sailboat can be traced back to ancient
times. They are most recognizable because of their tall sails used
to capture wind.

7.

What holiday is celebrated on the fourth of July in the United
States: St. Patrick's Day or Independence Day?
Answer: Independence Day. People often celebrate the holiday
with barbecues and fireworks.

8.

Finish the saying: "Sugar and spice and everything nice. That's
what _____." Little kittens are made of or little girls are
made of?
Answer: Little girls are made of. According to the same nursery
rhyme, little boys are made of"snips and snails and puppy-dogs' tails."

9.

Which shape is round: square or circle?
Answer: Circle. The circle will have the smallest perimeter when
compared to shapes with a similar area.

10. What African animals have long necks to reach tree leaves: zebras
or giraffes?
Answer: Giraffes. Giraffes are the tallest mammals in the world,
and they use massive tongues that can measure over 17 inches in
length to help forage in the trees.
11. What entertainer is known for organizing USO trips to entertain
American troops overseas: Kirk Douglas or Bob Hope?
Answer: Bob Hope. Bob Hope carried on his charitable work with
the USO for more than 50 years.
12. What transportation company's motto is "Leave the driving to us":
American Airlines or Greyhound?
Answer: Greyhound. The slogan for the bus company was adopted
in the 1950s.

13. What occupation is expected to work in rain, sleet, and snow:
baseball player or postal worker?
Answer: Postal worker. The words "neither snow nor rain nor heat
nor gloom of night stays these couriers from the swift completion of
their appointed rounds" are etched on the landmark building that once
housed New York City's main USPS branch. The Greek philosopher
Herodotus initially wrote them to describe Persian couriers.
14. Which of the seven continents is the smallest: Asia or Australia?
Answer: Australia. Australia might be the smallest continent in the
world, but it holds the title for largest island.
15. What famous waterfalls are found in both the United States and
Canada: Angel Falls or Niagara Falls?
Answer: Niagara Falls. Niagara Falls is three falls in one. Their
names are Horseshoe Falls (also known as the Canadian Falls),
American Falls, and Bridal Veil Falls.

